Dear Panel,
I'm a victim of bank fraud and irresponsible lending. Are the services put in place that are
meant to protect consumers in fact protecting the financial service providers? As in my case
it would seem almost certain. The FOS made false claims and statements in its final decision
which I am able to prove without any doubt were false.
The
approved a loan for $100,000 plus $20,000 overdraft. The business under previous
ownership in 2013 had a turnover of $71 000 and had ran at a LOSS PRIOR to an
approximate 40% downturn in the economy as a result of the new Hunter Expressway and the
downturn in the mining sector. Loan repayments were to be added to this loss.
It's likely the
were panicking because of the ongoing and likelihood of worsening
financial crisis and would use any tactic, even if it meant defrauding consumers for there own
financial gain to retain profits.
The
business loans specialist area manager that I dealt with at the time of my original
application is local to the area. Her husband was working in the mining industry at the time. I
had told her my situation being a widow and this would be my only income. She and the
would have been well aware and had knowledge on approving my application to
purchase a pre-existing business in the Maitland area knowing that:
·
The opening of the Hunter Expressway on March 22 2014 which bypasses the
Maitland area was having a negative effect on businesses and where my business is
located.
·
The downturn and decline of the local mining industry and substantial job
losses in the area had affected the local economy and would do so for some time. The
Hunter Valley and countries economy relies strongly on the mining industry.
The
had reported
that there would be substantial job
losses in the mining industry, up to 75,000 jobs.
·
There was a downturn in the local economy of approximately 40% as a result
of the opening of the Hunter Expressway and decline of the local mining industry. (I
have an email which states 60% downturn of the economy)
·
The business under previous ownership in 2013 had a turnover of $71 000 and
had ran at a LOSS PRIOR to an approximate 40% downturn in the economy as a
result of the new Hunter Expressway and the downturn in the mining sector. Loan
repayments were to be added to these loses. The rent on the premises alone was over
$25,000 per year which the
required the lease state for the term of the loan.
requested that the contract state $85,000 in stock but the contract only
stated $35,000 in stock and it was printed off a website, not done professionally.
·
I had been working in the health industry and had not worked in retail fulltime
since April 2007. (Prior to the global financial crisis)
·
I had no savings at the time and a poor savings record. It was evident through
my banking statements that I was incapable of managing money.
·

The business was being purchased privately and not through a business broker.

·

The business would be my only income.

·

I had only had debit cards never any credit cards.

·
Based on the figures of the previous owners of the business being purchased
and the state of the local economy at the time and in the foreseeable future my
business would in no way succeed and repayments would not be able to be met.
·

I had a poor business plan.

·

I was not local to the Maitland area.

·

had declined the same application.

The area business loans specialist manager and the
were well aware of the state of the
local economy and the reasons behind the downturn and the negative effect on local
businesses, the negative impact it would have on my business, my past working and financial
history and my situation. There was NEVER at any time a guarantee of any income.
How can a decision if in favour of the FSP be justified if the FSP has funded its own
decision. Why is it that governing authorities are turning there backs on the vulnerable being
defrauded and allowing it to happen. How is it that authorities are satisfied for the vulnerable
to hand there homes over with no loss or repercussions to the FSP, when it is they the FSP
who have performed a criminal act. Why are we, the vulnerable, being left with such
substantial losses while the banks retain there billions in profit.
The financial system is corrupt and needs an urgent overhaul. The FOS needs to be disbanded
immediately and replaced with a government funded service with independent and unbiased
protection for all consumers, especially those experiencing financial hardship. It's not good
enough to say that it will take months or years to fix. It's unacceptable, It needs to be done
now, tomorrow. There's no excuse. The vulnerable can't afford to wait any longer.
Kind regards
Leanne Harris

